bear undue hostility to other nations,' relies on a definition that ignores the recognition of common interests and desire for co-operation and mutual assistance. For example, during the Munich Crisis of 1938 Skelton told King that 'we are the safest country in the world as long as we mind our own business.' Instead of isolationism, Crowley sees this as making King aware of the need to make any war a Canadian war and thus Skelton 'provided the Liberal government with the means to overcome its disunity so that the country entered the Second World War without major dissension.' Similarly, Skelton strongly supported the League of Nations ... only if it involved no help to others and no loss of sovereignty.
Skelton's relationship with King also deserves closer study. The affirmation that 'in a democracy, politicians rule; civil servants only provide an array of ammunition for their choosing' is insufficient. One person can influence another in many ways, and for Skelton his resource was King's recognition of his expertise. This does not mean that when push came to shove Skelton could overrule King, as Ernest Lapointe, with different resources, was able to do on a limited number of occasions. The way Skelton presented the ammunition for the prime minister's choosing and the recommendations he added did influence policy, even though King would often convince himself later that he had been responsible of course, calculating such influence is very difficult.
The advantages of this excellent book far outweigh the few areas that could benefit from closer attention. This is a celebration of error as indicative of authenticity, a corrective to 'false' ideals of totality and completion. Its subtitle should be its title, since the book is a dissertation-style engagement with theory and criticism, liberally quoted, and uses Joyce as little more than a primary example. For three dubious reasons, Tim Conley attributes an 'aesthetic of error' to Joyce. The first reason is that Joyce was aware of and interested in errors, since his characters make them although these are not, of course, Joyce's errors. Conley sees these fictional errors as paradigmatic for Ulyssess but fails to indicate how, since he does not address textual instances of irreducible ambiguity or aesthetic misjudgment. The second reason is that there are editorial problems with Ulysses that are difficult or impossible to resolve none, as far as we know, intended by Joyce. The third reason is that Finnegans Wake consists mostly of puns, which Conley sees, for reasons that elude me, as 'erroneous' and necessitating reader-error. With characteristic hyperbole he writes, 'the Wake is ... all of Joyce's writings, or all literature everywhere, grossly misspelled, mistranslated, thoroughly botched.' Literalizing metaphor any truth in what he says can only be metaphorical he affects naïveté about multiple punning and ignores the other languages involved in Joyce's multilingual puns.
The fundamental mistake in this book is a pervasive confusion between ontological and aesthetic categories. Nothing in nature is whole or perfect, including human knowledge, but art can and does achieve unity or wholeness and beauty. Conley prefers art to be 'erroneous,' since it then corresponds to our inability to know well or fully. In this he seems to advocate New Critical 'imitative fallacy.' Confusion between art and life also underlies his misreading of Pound's words 'I cannot make it cohere' as a declaration of admirable aesthetic 'sabotage' that challenges assumptions about correctness. Isn't it true, rather, that the disunity of the Cantos is an aesthetic failure which indicates nothing about our limited ability to know what is real or true? Keats's urn, or its viewer, is wrong about beauty and truth. Neither is the other. That is why notions of correctness and accuracy may apply to content and never to form.
Conley makes other silly claims: that all figures and voices in the Wake 'are writers as much as they themselves are written'; that Joyce is not the author of Ulysses but merely a disunified centre where authorial voices or influences converge; that the writing writes itself; that the places and dates in the postmark in Ulysses are 'akin to apologies for the erroneous nature of the text'; that 'the events of those years ' (1914-1921) 'in those places' (Trieste-Zurich-Paris) 'shaped the work' to such an extent that 'Joyce is incidental, or accidental, a vehicle. ' In a daring four-page epiphany of self-indulgence, Conley immerses himself in 'how errors occur' by writing largely about his own writing, while ignoring his spellcheck an exercise possibly instructive for someone who has never made a mistake.
He writes sometimes with engaging cleverness, sometimes clumsily. I reread the first sentence on page 82 five times before locating its main verb. He has the immature habit of indulging frequently in statements in parentheses, which interrupt flow of expression. He also habitually enlists Joyce to write for him by quoting the Wake a mistake because such quotations are out of context and go off in two or more directions, seldom making a single clear point.
There is little here for anyone interested in Joyce. Convinced that 'all interpretations can be thought of as errors,' Conley seldom attempts literary analysis. He regards the Wake as his primary vindication: to read it 'is to make mistakes, and to enjoy' it 'is to cherish what the mistakes reveal.' Despite considerable verbal pizzazz, this book is intellectually timid in its basic contention that all writing and reading is erroneous an exaggeration as near to pointless as anything I've ever seen in print. John Zilcosky's highly readable book reveals the enduring symbolic importance of travel in Kafka's oeuvre, where travel materializes as a repressed theme in Kafka's works at the precise moment when Kafka ends his actual travels. Complicating the cliché of Kafka as writer of stasis, Zilcosky refreshes our understanding of many of the most important and most studied works. He also succeeds where many literary and cultural studies scholars alike fall short, shifting expertly between close textual readings and the larger social, political, and historical contexts out of which Kafka's peculiar vision emerges. Each chapter in Kafka's Travels is based around a grouping of texts, from the early experimental travel novel Richard and Samuel to the better-known America (The Man Who Disappeared) and stories 'The Hunter Gracchus' and 'In the Penal Colony,' all lending themselves to a reading focused on travel as both theme and trope. But Zilcosky also treats famous texts rarely if ever examined through this optic: 'The Metamorphosis,' The Trial, The Castle, the Letters to Milena. Zilcosky shifts expertly among literary, (auto-)biographical, socio-cultural, and historical evidence, constructing a complex, compelling interpretation of Kafka as traveller turned writer turned secondorder traveller, increasingly constrained in his movements, ever striving for more freedom to explore the exotic topography of his writerly imagination.
Zilcosky bases his innovative analysis in overlooked sources, such as Schaffstein's immensely popular 'Little Green Book' adventure-travel series. In 1916 Kafka writes of The Sugar Baron, a dime-store colonial adventure novel: '[it] affects me so deeply that I feel it is about myself, or as if it were the book of rules for my life.' This 'book of rules' proves to be a set of guidelines by which Kafka finds it increasingly difficult to live. Instead, his writing becomes a form of 'non-traveling travel,' an 'immobile voyage' only 'threatened' by real travel. In other words, Zilcosky argues, Kafka's famous Reiseangst (fear of travel) is in psychoanalytic terms symptomatic of the fear of the end of life's journey. Kafka's life, restricted to an ever-narrower compass, is (in his famous formulation) like the eternal torments of dying, while writing, Zilcosky reminds us, is 'modernity's chief figure of deferral.' Zilcosky applies Freudian tropes to show how the twists and turns of travel yield in Kafka to the 'traffic' of writing: 'travel, Kafka hopes, might fully be transposed into signs' the 'translation' of travel into writing; of literal travel into a polyvalent Verkehr: the 'intercourse' of travel, traffic, exchange, commerce, business, social relations, sex.
